Introducing the VX 520 PEDPack
Verifone’s VX 520 counter top chip and PIN machine delivers
reliability, quick transactions, with contactless and NFC payments
to support mobile wallets.
The terminal has three variations:

Which PEDPack?

Verifone VX 520 40mm

To find out which PEDPack you need for your
terminal you can check the paper roll size or
check whether your terminal is GPRS.
If you’re not sure which terminal type you have,
find the terminal product code, located on the
back of the machine as pictured below.

Verifone VX 520 49mm

Verifone VX 520 GPRS

Due to differences in the plastics for each
variant we have created three PEDPacks,
one for each terminal type.

40mm

The most common codes relating to each terminal
type are:

49mm

GPRS

M252-653-A3-EUA-2

M252-753-A3-EUA-3

M252-773-03-EUA-2

M252-659-A3-EUC-3

M252-753-03-DMO-2

M252-773-A3-EUA-2

M252-659-C3-EUC-3

M252-757-03-EUA-A

M252-773-D3-EUA-2

M252-653-A3-NAA-3

M252-753-03-NAA-3

M252-773-13-EUA-2

M252-650-03-EUA-2

M252-703-03-NAA-3

M252-773-17-EUH-3

M252-653-A3-EAU-3

M252-753-03-EUA-3

M252-723-03-EUA-3

M252-653-C3-EUA-3

M252-75A-A3-EUA-3

M252-725-A3-EUA-3

If your code is not listed above, email the code to: marketing@tailwind-solutions.com and
our staff will check the code and let you know which PEDPack will fit your machine.
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Introducing the VX 520 PEDPack
FlexiPole™ Stands
The PEDPacks allow your VX 520 terminal
to be securely and invisibly mounted using
any of our Tailwind FlexiPole™ stands including:

COMPLETE

CONTOUR

COMPACT

CONNECT

Security

Security

FIRSTBASE

SAFEBASE

Suitable for the majority of retail locations,
FirstBase can be used with any Tailwind
mounting solution. FlexiPole’s™ unique
latching mechanism is fitted as standard.

SafeBase is a secure ‘lock and key’
base which ensures your card payment
machine is completely safe from theft and
malicious interference by latching the
unit in place and then locking the latch
in place with a key. This makes it almost
impossible for anyone to gain access to
the back of the machine or to steal it.

The latch can be released easily at the
back of the mount allowing the machine
to be passed directly to a customer,
for example to a wheelchair user.
You can upgrade your FirstBase to SafeBase in
a simple process, contact us for more details.
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SafeBase can be used with any Tailwind
mounting solution and offers our most
secure base for your payment machine.
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